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IAEA-TECDOC-1434. application expired 8500 tecdocQ: Speed issues when using
Puppeteer with Selenium So I'm finding with this script that I can get it to scrape

through 4 pages of my website, with some minor timing issues. If I use it to scrape
one page at a time, it works fine. But what I'd like to do is pull all 4 pages at once and

store them. I did find a way to do this by adding the parameter:
page.property('screenshot').then((screenshot) => { But I seem to be running into

speed issues, and I just don't know enough about WebDriver. The same script works
fine without any issues on PhantomJS but it seems to take ages for this to run with

Puppeteer... If I try to scrape 4 pages at once, it will try to scrape the 1st and then the
3rd and 4th so it will give me 4x the results that one page would. Here is the full

code: const puppeteer = require('puppeteer'); (async() => { const browser = await
puppeteer.launch({headless: false}); const page = await browser.newPage(); await

page.goto('', {waitUntil: 'load'}); // Wait until text loaded await page.goto('',
{waitUntil: 'load'}); const url = await page.evaluate(() => { e79caf774b

.Under Cover of Darkness Under Cover of Darkness () is a 1951 Danish drama film directed by Dirch Passer. It was entered into the 1952 Cannes Film Festival. Cast Mikkel
Willemsen as John Wahl Astrid Villaume as Eve Nina Broed as Kvinden på side 47 Tyge Møller as Klaus Carlsen Per Buckhøj as Ole Dahl Maria Garland as Tante Emilie Helle Virkner
as Tante Margit Carl Meyer as Dronning Caroline Kaare Abrahamsen as Kaptajn Henning Inger Hovmand as Dronning Margrethe Clara Pontoppidan as Anne Marie Johanne Bender

Bibi Krahne John Melchior Knud Heglund Iben Grudgaard References External links Category:1951 films Category:Danish films Category:Danish-language films Category:1950s
drama films Category:Danish black-and-white films Category:Films directed by Dirch Passer Category:Films produced by Max Glücksman// Copyright 2016 The Go Authors. All

rights reserved. // Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style // license that can be found in the LICENSE file. package bpf import ( "encoding/binary" "fmt" ) func
aluOpConstant(ins ALUOpConstant, regA uint32) uint32 { return aluOpCommon(ins.Op, regA, ins.Val) } func aluOpX(ins ALUOpX, regA uint32, regX uint32) (uint32, bool) { //

Guard against division or modulus by zero by terminating // the program, as the OS BPF VM does; specifically, it causes // a concurrent access to 'ins.Val' to path through the //
boolean aand operation. if regX == 0 { return 0, false } // Examine the constant to determine whether to use the // ALU or ACOP opcode; v1 >= 1 && v2 = 0 is not supported, //

so any value is a great aluOpX value
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